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        	Environment & Energy

        
            
                PRESS RELEASE: Whales Die While Dominion Energy Hides Crucial Information            
        

        
            
            
                Published April 9, 2024            

                            
                    By James Taylor, H. Sterling Burnett, Craig Rucker, Paul Kamenar                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            Federal regulations prohibit even one human-caused death per year if the right whale is to survive as a species.        
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                Socialism at a Glance            
        

        
            
            
                Published April 5, 2024            

                            
                    By Christopher Talgo                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            The reason that so many American students have a distorted view of socialism is simple: they have been spoon-fed a sugar-coated version of socialism on social media, in classrooms, and throughout the entertainment universe.        
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                The Age of Underpopulation Is Here            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            The lesson from the overpopulation debacle is that people adapt to their environment.        
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                Students Deserve to Know the Truth About Socialism            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            For the past few decades, American students have been taught a whitewashed version of socialism.        
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                PRESS RELEASE: The Heartland Institute Releases New Book: Socialism At A Glance            
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                    By Donald Kendal, Christopher Talgo, Jack McPherrin                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            Book includes brief history of socialism, breakdown of socialist ideology, several national case studies, and examination of democratic socialism in the United States.        
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                Heartland’s ‘Climate at a Glance’ is the antidote to Earth Hour            
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                    By Tom Harris                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            So, go to the Google Play Store or Apple App Store and quickly download the “Climate at a Glance” app to your cell phone.        
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                From ‘The Great Reset’ to ‘The Great Taking’            
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                    By Christopher Talgo                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            The Great Taking refers to a decades-long plan by a cast of characters hellbent on ensuring that the entire economic game is rigged so much in their favor that they win under practically any and all circumstances.        
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                As Federal Government Collapses, States Offer Solutions            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Under the doctrines of unbridled federal and judicial supremacy, the U.S. government has taken on so much power that it can no longer perform its basic functions, let alone do all that it has promised.        
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Cyberattacks like the one perpetuated against UHG are alarming because they could potentially destabilize the entire U.S. health care industry.        
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                Crying Crocodile Tears Over ‘Sue-and-Settle’            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Letting outside groups sue the government to compel enforcement actions dates from the Nixon years, and during the Reagan era became a favorite tactic of the environmental industry.        
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                Gold Hill School: A Symbol of Freedom in Colorado            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            When schools, such as the Gold Hill school, deliver quality education at a reasonable cost, citizens support them.        
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                Renewables Will Return America’s Lifestyle Back to the Pre-1800’s – This Is the Biden Energy Plan.            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Germany, the first country to go “green” with an electricity generation transition to renewables, now has electricity rates that are among the highest in the world, and threatens to be an unaffordable, unrealizable disaster, according to the government's own independent auditors.        
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                Unexpected Economic Growth in 2023            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Government spending, hiring, and mandates reduce the connection between GDP and satisfaction.  Economic growth in 2023 surprised many economists, but 2.5 percent probably overstates the growth in prosperity.        
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                    By Christopher Talgo                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            Although Biden and his cadre of climate alarmists seem giddy about the prospect of making the gasoline-powered vehicle a thing of the past for hard-working Americans, they would be wise to second-guess that decision.        
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                Big Tech Censorship and the Supreme Court            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            Like it or not, Ketanji Brown Jackson has absolutely no business being on the U.S. Supreme Court, the highest court in the land, in which major societal decisions with far-reaching consequences are routinely made.        
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                Biden’s New Rule on Auto Emissions Will Accelerate Death Spiral for Auto Manufacturers            
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            By re-enforcing the mandates to EV’s, Biden is forcing automobile manufacturers into a death spiral, as most of the 8 billion on this planet will never be able to afford an EV !        
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                Texas Tells BlackRock to Kick Rocks            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            In case you’ve been living under a rock, BlackRock is an extremely well-heeled (to the tune of $10 trillion in assets under management) and well-connected financial behemoth that has been running roughshod for far too long.        
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                PRESS RELEASE: Coalition of Public Interest Groups Will Be Seeking Injunction to Stop Virginia Offshore Wind Project to Save the Right Whale            
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            We seek an injunction prohibiting further offshore construction until BOEM corrects its illegal, whale-killing, mistake.        
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                Annual Interest on National Debt Now Eclipses Entire Military Budget            
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            Never should the name “Joe Biden” and the words “fiscal responsibility” be used in the same sentence.        
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            The point is that a system like the one that has been created, wherein big banks can use customers’ assets to make risky bets in the derivatives markets and then jump to the front of the line in the event of a financial collapse, is a system that is rotten to the core.        
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                Exploding Energy Prices in California            
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            California leaders know that rising prices are a huge problem. The state is now considering a plan to tie utility rates to personal income so that the rich pay more and low-income residents pay less.        
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                America’s Energy Scam! A deliberate exploitation of humanity that only increases emissions!            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            America’s climate policies being introduced are particularly harmful for developing countries. America is probably the most environmentally controlled county in the world, but by deliberately relying on poorer developing countries for our fuels and products, we are “leaking” to other countries.        
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                Using a Different Tool to Control Water            
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                Opinion -             

                            
            It is no coincidence that environmental petitioners have requested that another 3,178 more species be added to the federal endangered list, more than the total number added in the entire 50-year history of ESA.         
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                Biden’s SOTU Cancer Reference Was No Gaffe            
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                    By Matt Dean                

                    

        
            
                Opinion -             

                            
            After 40 years of Dr. Fauci and his Soviet-style management tactics at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the last thing we need is more government control coupled with an off-the-books, secret bureau for medical research.         
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The Heartland Institute offers free email subscriptions to all of its newsletters and monthly public policy newspapers.
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